
Theme Who We Are How the World Works How We Express 
Ourselves

How We Organize 
Ourselves Sharing the Planet Where We Are in Place 

and Time

Central Idea Rights and Responsibilities 
work together

Electricity is a force that 
shapes our world

Writers write to express 
themselves and communicate 

with others

Organisations meet their 
common goals through a 

process of collaboration and 
decision making.

For a variety of reasons, different 
species may become extinct or 

endangered.

Exploring past civilisations helps 
us understand societies and 
cultures of the present day.

Lines of Inquiry

*The rights of the child
*Roles and responsibilities of 
children
*Children’s rights in different 
parts of the world

*The nature of electricity
*Sources of energy used to 
create electricity   (non 
renewable/ renewable)
*The production and distribution 
of electricity

*Writers and artists make 
choices and use tools to achieve 
their purposse
*Making connections between 
story elements in different media
*The impact of including different 
character perspectives in a story

*How organisations are structured 
*Roles, rights and responsibilities 
within an organisation
*How individuals can affect and be 
affected by the decisions of others

*The theories and possible reasons 
for extinction
*Endangered species and what is 
being done about them
*Perspectives on wildlife 
conservation

*Social and economic organisations 
of past civilisations
*Cultural Life in past civilisations
*Conquest and explorations in early 
civilisastions

Concepts          function, connection, form      function, causation, change   connection, function, 
perspective function, responsibility, connection causation, responsibility, 

perspective change, connection, form

Learner Profile 
Attributes

balanced, inquirer thinkers, principled communicators, reflective open minded, communicators iInquirers, knowledgable risk takers, caring, open minded

Approaches to Learning

*Communication skills

*Self management skills

*Research skills 
  
 *Thinking skills                                                                                                                                    

*Thinking Skills

*Research Skills

*Social Skills

*Self Management Skills 

*Communications skills

*Social skills

*Research Skills

*Social skills

*Communication skills

*Self management skillsr

*Research skills

*Thinking skills

*Research skills

*Social skills

*Self management skills

*Communication skills

*Research skills

*Research skills

*Self management skills

*Communication skills
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